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Professional Industrial Workbenches 

For many years the packaging area was compromised of a standard bench or table 
with storage for packaging material. This trend has changed drastically during the 
last few years as packaging areas are taking on additional processes including; 
light assembly, test, re-packaging, custom labelling, shipping and quality control. 
Reporting, traceability, and information sharing have become part of most pack and 
ship processes. This demand for information creates new technology demands, as 
well as a organized, productive packaging environment.

ACTIWORK packaging benches are designed for activities where productivity, 
efficiency, effective working conditions are of utmost importance. In shipping or 
packaging areas these include sorting, bagging, collating, labeling, carton packing, 
weighing, re-packing, order picking, relabeling, coding, spot gluing, kitting and 
assemble or package to order activities.

ACTIWORK packaging solutions are used in industries such as electronics, health 
care, pharmacentical fine mechanics, luxury, aviation, nanotech, military and clean 
room based technology as well as third party logistics centers.
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Professional Series
Packing bench Pick-and-Pack Bench

Repack and label Pack to order bench

PSPB011 PSPB012

PSPB013 PSPB014

Concept packaging workstation 1800 x 900 mm 
equipped with roll storage, triple layer cutting 
unit, perforated tool storage plus 13 pcs. Hook set 
and a carton storage shelf.

Concept crank workstation 1800 x 900 mm, 
adjustable in height and equipped with a bin rail 
for small components storage, a CPU holder, 
monitor/ keyboard holder, carton storage and a 
mobile drawer unit.

Motorized workstation 1800 x 900 mm with 
maximum storage for folded carton boxes. Tools 
can be easily stored in the drawer unit. 
Workstation comes with perforated tool plate, 
metal shelf M900x400, terminal and monitor
keyboard holder.

Basic workstation frame 1800 x 900 mm with 
carton shelves, printer platform, monitor and 
CPU holder. Scale table is optional.
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Packing Benches

Packing frame

PSPB015
Frame workstation 1800 x 600 mm, a simple 
solution for packing work. Workstation comes 
with perforated panel, hook set, document holder 
and M1350 shelf with 2 pairs of metal dividers for 
envelopes.
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Economy Series
Ideal packaging bench for warehouses, with a study steel frame and laminated top.

MG 114
With lower-shelf

MG 114 /T
With footrest bar

MG 114 /A
With lower-shelf and tool drawer

MG 114 T/A
With footrest and tool drawer
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2000 800 900
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2000 800 900
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2000 800 900
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2000 800 900
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Why Choose ACTIWORK?

    Ergonomics In Action
ACTIWORK Workplaces are designed 
to bring the human factor into your 
workspace.

   Customised Solutions
No two customers have the same 
requirements. We customised  
our products and solutions to suit your 
business.

    Aussie Made  & Supported
ACTIWORK not only supports the 
concept of Australian Made, but we use it 
wherever possible.
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Contact ACTIWORK

5 Rosella St, Singleton NSW 2330, Australia
1300 892 397
sales@actiwork.com.au

   The Workplace Experts
ACTIWORK is a leading manufacturer and importer of industrial workstations and furniture. We provide industrial 
furniture and workstation solutions that enable our customers to secure their efficiency.

ACTIWORK Workshop solutions increase your workers’ productivity, thereby increasing performance and ultimately 
leading to higher business profitability.

Our Process
Knowledge is the most essential ingredient, Our team handles everything from planning to launch - that’s why our 
clients look so rested.

ACTIWORK sees the key feature of today’s Business requirements and is offering solutions in a complete process, 
starting with design of products, custom suited to customer’s needs, design and layout of workshops, factories, 
process lines and offices.

    At ACTIWORK, Safety is Everything
We believe in an Incident and injury free environment on all work-sites and when manufacturing our products.

ACTIWORK Consistently strives to meet or exceed all safety laws and regulations wherever we are to ensure our 
employees are able to arrive home each night safe and sound process lines and offices.




